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Abstract—This paper presents a reconﬁgurable many-core
platform performing ﬁxed point DSP applications supporting up
to 64 cores routed in a hierarchical network. To demonstrate
an application, electroencephalogram (EEG) seizure detection
and analysis is mapped onto the cores. The individual cores
are based on a 5 stage RISC pipeline architecture optimized
to support communication to other cores on the platform. To
reconﬁgure the platform, programs are loaded onto each of the
cores. Communication between cores is implemented using lowarea routers that partitions computational cores into hierarchical clusters resulting in a low network diameter. The routers
use a packet-switched protocol that minimizes circuitry which
further reduces circuit size in comparison to the computational
circuitry. A globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS)
architecture is implemented to eliminate global clock routing
which consumes high levels of power due to long propagatation
and thus high capacitive loading from many cores. Additionally,
cores not conﬁgured for an application has its local clock disabled
which turns oﬀ unused cores. The overall result is a platform
with lower power consumption than a traditional single core
DSP with the reconﬁgurability lacking in an ASIC. Applications
tested within the mapping include the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) and Finite Impulse Response (FIR) ﬁlter. The seizure
detection and analysis algorithm, when mapped onto the manycore platform, takes 5663 cycles to execute in 14.45 μs. The
prototype SoC is implemented in 65 nm CMOS which contains
64 cores and occupes 8.41 mm2 .
Index Terms—65 nm CMOS, DSP, many-core, biomedical,
seizure detection

I. Introduction
With constraints in today’s DSP applications, there is a
greater need for a low power, low area, high speed platform.
Types of applications vary widely from communication error
correction to portable medical devices. With limits to the
maximum frequency due to energy consumption concerns,
the eﬃciency of an algorithm now relies on parallelization
which is a fundamental limitation of general-purpose processors. Traditional single core DSPs and FPGAs carry some
advantages in performing DSP applications, but both also have
their limitations. Traditional single core DSP processors are
not suited for parallelization whereas FPGAs are cumbersome
to program. ASICs are the optimal platform in terms of area,
speed, and power, but the long development time and high
manufacturing costs are prohibitive. A growing area of interest
is using many-core platforms to bridge the gap between ASICs
and FPGA/DSP processors.
In this paper, we propose a many-core platform supporting
64 low power modiﬁed RISC cores with an emphasis on low
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power and low area. Communication between cores or nodes
is accomplished via a simple, scalable hierarchical network
that reduces the number of hops in communication compared
to a ﬂat topology. Common kernels including Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), Finite Impulse Response (FIR) ﬁlters and
sort are used for performance evaluation. To reduce area and
power, each core has minimum pipeline stage and instruction
and data memory. Despite the restriction in memory, performing ﬁxed point DSP is possible through ﬁne grained task level
parallelization of the cores. To demonstrate an application of
the platform, the cores are programmed to implement seizure
detection and analysis.
The following sections begin by discussing previous work
that lead to the proposed architecture. Then, the architecture
and its features are described including simulations results
from the seizure detection and analysis application mapping.
Finally, the implemented hardware is described and discussed.
II. Background
A. Many-core Architecture and Routing
There have been advancements in many-core applications
necessitated by the increased need for low power DSP applications. Previous work has varied in both the design of the
processing core and the design of the network interconnect.
Core designs have comprised of a wide range of architectures
varying in instruction sets, pipeline design, and complexity.
SmartCell uses a simpliﬁed four stage pipeline limited to a
low number of instructions [1]. However, the 64 bit instruction
word in Smartcell and VLIW architectures [2] [3] results in
a larger memory and overall area. Another core design uses
a more complex architecture including a ﬂoating point block
and built in self testing [4]. However, many applications using
FFT can achieve the desired precision using ﬁxed point instead
of ﬂoating point.
Network topologies have varied equally as much. AsAP [5]
and Morphosys [6] use a ﬂat topology where the nodes are
arranged in a 2D network. An advantage of a ﬂat topology is
simple routing circuitry that leads to a small router area. Alternatively, SmartCell [1] partitions cores into clusters, where
cores within a cluster can communicate directly and distant
clusters use routers to communicate. This type of topology
and other hierarchical networks [7] [8] [9] [10] generally
lowers the network diameter or number of communication
hops but increases routing complexity [11]. This may result
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in more hardware and thus higher area occupation and power
dissipation.
B. EEG Seizure Detection and Analysis
The primary tool for diagnosis of an epileptic seizure is an
electroencephalogram (EEG) which measures brain activity.
Detection and analysis requires the placement of a minimum
of 16 electrodes on the scalp with each electrode being a
channel. Previously proposed algorithms and implementations
have targeted low power, portable detection in a non-clinical
setting [12] [13] [14] [15]. The proposed work has been
implemented on the many-core platform combining seizure
detection and analysis [16] to increase programmability. Detection is performed in the time domain by comparing EEG
inputs to a predetermined threshold value. A seizure is only
detected if there are multiple inputs over the threshold value
in order to remove random noise in the data. After detection
of a seizure, the analysis is performed by converting to the
frequency domain and separating the energy of the data into
four frequency bands - Theta (4-7 Hz), Alpha (8-12 Hz), Beta
(13-29 Hz). The results are transmitted to an external device
to determine the type and location of the seizure.
III. Proposed Architecture
A. RISC Core
Each core in the proposed architecture consists of a modiﬁed
ﬁve stage RISC pipeline for executing the instructions. The
stages are Fetch (IF), Decode (ID), Execute (EX), Memory
(MEM), and Write Back (WB). The other hardware blocks
are instruction memory, data memory, and input/output FIFO’s
as seen in Fig. 1. The instruction memory stores up to 128
words and the data memory stores up to 128 16-bit words.
Additionally, there are 15 registers that each store 16 bits
of data. Finally, the input/output FIFOs each store 16 words.
To reconﬁgure the cores, an assembly code is used to write
programs for each core. The instructions are assembled to
17-bit words and are loaded onto each core’s memory. Each
instruction is 17 bits consisting of 5 bits identifying the
operation and the remaining 12 bits are used for input and
output reference. Instructions include memory load/store, ALU
operations, conditional branching, and core-to-core communication.

Fig. 2.

Block diagram of the cluster router.

B. Diﬃculties for Network Routing
One challenge with many-core implementations is sending
data long distances across the platform. Some implementations
are more eﬃcient than others in terms of speed over distance.
For example, the worst case number of hops in a 2-D mesh
network (side-to-side) is (N − 1) where N is the network
diameter. Conversely, in a hypercube network every node is at
most log2 N hops away from another node. There are, however,
tradeoﬀs with each implementation. Whereas the 2-D router
node is very simple, its performance does not scale well to
large applications. A hypercube network is fast but the router
and wire complexity is much higher. The proposed architecture
targets metrics such as scalability, low hardware overhead, and
energy eﬃciency.
C. Network Architecture
The proposed network architecture takes inspiration from
the 4-ary tree architecture [17]. The advantage of a tree
network is that the worst-case message is (log2 N − 1) hops
away, where N is the number of network nodes. For a tree
architecture, leaf nodes must talk up in hierarchy in order to
communicate with any other node. Since most applications on
a many-core chip tend to map to a local region, bursting with
only one path to all other nodes creates severe bottleneck. Our
architecture cures this problem because any core in a cluster
of four can communicate to any other core within its cluster.
This alleviates bottlenecking at a parent router. Routers are
only necessary when a core must send a message outside of
its own cluster.
D. Network Implementation

Fig. 1.
Single core block diagram consisting of the 5 stage pipeline,
instruction and data memory, and input/output FIFO’s.

The network is designed with the potential to run any core at
a diﬀerent clock rate through a globally asynchronous, locally
synchronous (GALS) architecture [18]. This eliminates global
clock routing which consumes high levels of power due to
long propagatation and thus high capacitive loading from many
cores. Using the GALS paradigm, cores not conﬁgured for an
application would have its local clock disabled which turns oﬀ
unused cores. Each core is wrapped with an input FIFO and
an output FIFO creating an asynchronous interface to other
cores on chip. Unlike the design in [5] where the source clock
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is shared to another core’s FIFO, this design hides the clock
and uses asynchronous 4-phase handshaking. Metastability in
request signals is dealt with by using an asynchronous queue
implemented by adapting a priority encoder and registers to an
asynchronous design. Other handshaking signals and data are
synchronized using ﬂip-ﬂops, as seen in Fig. 2. These circuits
are simple and translate to a router that occupies very little
area. This strategy of asynchronous communication eliminates
the need to share a clock which is a major issue with clock
tree complexities rising as CMOS technologies shrink [19].
The information necessary to successfully send a message
is the ID of the sender, the ID of the destination core, and the
data. This information is immediately stored into an output
FIFO. As soon as the information is entered into the buﬀer,
the buﬀer attempts to send the message toward the destination.
If the message is destined to a core outside of the sender’s
cluster, a router is the next hop. The router is implemented
with an input queue and a buﬀer. The input queue solves the
issue of simultaneous requests and contention–nodes will have
messages passed in the order in which they request to send.
The buﬀer protects against a situation when the router receives
messages faster than it can send them.
The routing pattern in this network is statically wired–it will
always send messages from one node to another through the
same path. The beneﬁt of this design is that the routing is
transparent to the programmer–the programmer states where
the message should go and the hardware executes the request.
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Fig. 3.
Proposed multi-channel seizure detection architecture. 16 single
channel detection circuits are instantiated and passed to a threshold detector
to
. conﬁrm a seizure. Subsequently, analysis circuitry is enabled.

IV. Mapping EEG Seizure Detection and Analysis
To demonstrate the functionality of the many-core platform
for ﬁxed point DSP applications, the multi-channel seizure
detection and analysis is mapped onto the platform. The low
power seizure detection architecture was initially proposed
by the authors and more details are found in [16]. Fig. 3
depicts the high level block diagram of the hardware block.
Seizure data is converted from analog to digital across the
16 channels and is serially passed to the many-core platform.
Each channel has its own dedicated seizure detection block
which also includes a 33 tap high pass FIR ﬁlter to remove
any DC oﬀset. The detection block compares data to a preset
threshold. If the input data is greater than the threshold more
than once in a preset time period, then the channel ﬂags the
detection of a seizure to the multi-channel detection block.
Upon detection, the seizure data is passed to the 128-point
FFT for frequency analysis, and energy calculations in the
four frequency bands are performed. The 128-point FFT, as
depicted in Fig. 4, is divided into two main stages. The ﬁrst
stage consists of eight 16-point FFT’s while the second stage
consists of sixteen 8-point FFT’s. Between the two stages,
there is address shuﬄing to write the data points to the
appropriate memory location for the next FFT. After the FFT
is completed, the bands are ﬁltered. To compute the energy
in each band, the real and imaginary components at each
frequency are squared and summed. Then the energies of the
frequencies are summed and outputted to an external device
for storage. Table I summarizes the cycle counts of each of the

Fig. 4. Mapping of the seizure detection and analysis hardware block onto the
many core platform. The implementation supports 16 EEG channels mapped
onto
. 61 cores.

blocks used to map the seizure detection and analysis onto the
many-core platform. The seizure detection block completes in
14.45 μs at the maximum clock frequency on 392 MHz based
on the implementation results from Table II.
V. CMOS Implementation and Results
The many core platform is implemented in 65 nm CMOS
technology with a nominal supply voltage of 1.0 V. We
used a standard-cell RTL to GDSII ﬂow using synthesis and
automatic place and route. The hardware was developed using
Verilog to describe the architecture, synthesized with Cadence
RTL Compiler, and placed and routed using Cadence SOC
Encounter. Fig. 5 shows the layout of a single core and a
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TABLE I
Cycle count results for seizure detection and analysis.

Application
128-Pt. FFT
8-Pt. FFT
16-Pt. FFT
33 tap FIR Filter
Energy Band MAC
Total

the processor. The initial prototype maps 64 cores onto the
network-on-chip with an area of 8.41 mm2 at 1.0 V and 65
nm CMOS.

Cycle Count
2511
524
1,867
631
130
5663
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TABLE II
Implementation results

Technology
Logic Utilization
Processor Area
Router Area
Processor Speed
Router Speed
Processer Power
Router Power

65 nm, 1V
96%
280 μm x 280 μm
110 μm x 110 μm
392 MHz
405 MHz
15.7 mW*
1.9 mW*

*All results are from place & route except power which is from
synthesis

single router. Table II summarizes the post-layout results. The
prototype design routes 64 cores divided into 16 clusters.
Every four clusters is connected to a router and every four
routers connects to a router in a similar fashion. A single core
occupies 0.078 mm2 and each router occupies 0.012 mm2 and
the entire prototype design results in a total area of 8.41 mm2 .
The total area of a many core platform is [2n ×Lcore + (2n 2)×Lrouter ]2 , where n ≥ 1 (heirarchy level), Lcore is length of
one side of a core, and Lrouter is the length of one side of a
router.
VI. Conclusion
This paper presents the design and implementation of a
many-core platform capable of performing DSP applications
including seizure detection and analysis. The low area, low
power, high speed single-core processors perform the DSP
computations when programmed in assembly language. The
core processors are connected in clusters which are networked
by routers to support parallel processing. As proof of concept,
seizure detection and analysis is programmed and mapped onto

Fig. 5.
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